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GHARIB ABDALLAH JUMA .......... APPELLANT
AND
KAY MLINGA .......	RESPONDENT
(Appeal from the decision of the High Court of Zanzibar at Zanzibar)













Besides that there shall be complete community of property between us.














After divorce the respondent brought a suit in the High Court in Zanzibar praying that matrimonial properties be divided amongst her and her former husband.   She also prayed for costs. The properties which she wanted divided among themselves included those which the appellant owned before marrying her as well as properties acquired after marriage but before divorce.   Such properties were:-

"(a)   A house at plot No. 50A Mwanakwerekwe, Zanzibar.

A house at Kwa Haji Tumbo, Mwembeladu.
An unfinished house at Chukwani Juu, Zanzibar.


A plot at Tegeta, in Dar es Salaam.


The respondent based her claim on the marriage settlement which, after execluding the flat in Copenhagen, provided for a ''complete community of property'' between the spouses.

In his defence the appellant said the respondent had contributed nothing to the acquisition of the properties of which she was claiming a share.   Besides, he claimed, the marriage settlement related to properties in Denmark only and did not relate to properties which belonged to him before marriage and which he had inherited from his late mother.   He further contended that the marriage settlement being "a Danish Contract'' could not be "interpreted" (sic)  (enforced?) in Zanzibar.

Even so, he conceded that the properties in items (d) (e) and (f) could be divided between the two.   Those, of course, were the unfinished house at Chukwani Juu, the fenced shamba at Chukwani Chini and the plot at Tegeta, Dar es Salaam.





The appellant was aggrieved by that judgment and has appealed to this Court.    In the memorandum of appeal he listed eleven grounds with an alternative ground that the learned judge of the High Court had erred in law and fact in including as matrimonial property liable for distribution the properties of which ownership had not been established.   According to the appellant, only the properties which were acquired subsequent to marriage were matrimonial property which could be distributed according to contribution and that the marriage settlement was intended only for properties in Denmark and was void as regards properties in Zanzibar.

Before us, at the hearing of the appeal, Mr. Mnkonje, learned advocate, appeared for the appellant who was still living in Denmark, and Professor Shaidi, learned advocate, appeared for the respondent.   Mr. Mnkonje argued only ten grounds, abandoning the seventh ground.   He started by criticising the trial judge for admitting into evidence the marriage settlement.   Indeed, at the trial its admissibility was objected to but the trial judge admitted it on the basis that it was a fact in issue.


Apparently, there is no controversy that the marriage settlement was valid in Denmark.   It was contracted there under Danish law - "lex loci contractus''.   Like any other contract, it was







or unless



The above provisions would be relevant in case of an agreement entered into in Zanzibar.   Unless a marriage settlement as such is illegal in Zanzibar, and it was not so argued, it is enough if it conformed with the requirements of the law in Denmark where it was entered.



Before we can consider the effect of the marriage settlement on properties in Zanzibar we think it convenient at this stage to discuss whether the decision of the trial judge that "the marriage settlement Exh. C cover all the properties owned by the parties before and after the marriage be it in Denmark, Tanzania or anywhere", is sustainable.


"Under this system, marriage has the effect of vesting the property owned by either spouse at the time of the marriage or acquired during its subsistance in both of them jointly."

But in most systems of community of property the spouses can contract out of the system, if they so wish.   This is what the appellant decided to do when he entered into the antenuptial
settlement with the respondent.


In court the appellant attempted to explain the agreement by saying he had meant to protect his flat in Copenhagen and that he intended the agreement to cover only his property in Denmark, then existing and subsequently acquired.   But did he in fact say so in the settlement document?




It seems plain to us that the use of the words "complete community of property between us'' meant that no other property whenever or however acquired was excluded from the community of property.   If he had intended to exclude any other property from consequential joint ownership he would surely have said so.

Why would he specifically exclude the flat which he had acquired before marriage and fail to exclude any other property if he had the intention to exclude such other properties?   With respect, we agree with the trial judge that the only property he intended to exclude from the community of ownership was the flat in Copenhagen, which means that all other properties whether acquired before or after marriage in Denmark or elsewhere, were subject to the community property arrangement as qualified by the marriage settlement.



Having said all the above there is a nagging question whether the marriage settlement can be fully executed in Zanzibar as the respondent has been urging.
















The appeal substantially fails and the respondent is to get her costs.
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